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Validity of the Rooted Staggered Determinant in the ontinuum limit
Anna Hasenfratz
∗
and Roland Homann
†
Department of Physis, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO-80309-390
We investigate the ontinuum limit of the rooted staggered determinant in the 2-
dimensional Shwinger model. We math both the unrooted and rooted staggered deter-
minant with an overlap fermion determinant of two (one) avors and a loal pure gauge
eetive ation by tting the oeients of the eetive ation and the mass of the overlap
operator. The residue of this t measures the dierene of the staggered and overlap fermion
ations. We show that this residue sales at least as O(a2), implying that any dierene,
be it loal or non-loal, between the staggered and overlap ations beomes irrelevant in the
ontinuum limit. This observation justies the rooting proedure.
I. INTRODUCTION
Staggered fermions oer many omputational advantages over other fermion formulations. Sim-
ulations an be performed in large volumes at fairly small quark masses and data with improved
ations show small saling violations. However, the staggered ation does not have full hiral sym-
metry and the hiral limit has to be taken together with the ontinuum limit. This is no dierent
from other non-hiral ations, but staggered fermions have another, potentially serious problem. In
4 dimensions the staggered ation desribes four speies (or tastes) of fermions, it annot desribe
a single Dira partile diretly. In order to redue the number of tastes from four to one the 4th
root of the fermion determinant is taken in the path integral and there is no a priori reason that
this rooted determinant orresponds to a loal fermioni ation belonging to the same universality
lass as 1avor QCD.
Several analytial and numerial works addressed this question in the last few years [1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄. None of them showed evidene that the proedure introdues nonuniversal
errors, i.e. errors that annot be onsidered uto eets that sale away in the ontinuum limit,
but neither ould they prove the validity of the rooting proedure. Reently it has been argued,
based on a number of reasonable onjetures, that while the rooted staggered ation is non-loal at
any nite lattie spaing, in the ontinuum limit the non-loal terms beome irrelevant [11, 12℄.
In this paper we present numerial evidene obtained in the 2dimensional Shwinger model,
showing that the rooted staggered ation is in the right universality lass. While the Shwinger
model is muh simpler than 4dimensional QCD, its basi properties are QCDlike and therefore
we believe that this work gives strong indiation that the rooting proedure is safe and valid
for 4dimensional QCD simulations. We also show that the staggered ation an be onsidered
equivalent to a hiral Ginsparg-Wilson ation only when the staggered mass is larger than typial
taste symmetry breaking eets, limiting the parameter spae where staggered simulations an
be expeted to approximate ontinuum QCD. We desribe how the masses of the staggered and
orresponding overlap ations should be mathed to obtain physially equivalent theories when this
ondition is satised.
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Figure 1: The expeted phase diagram of the unrooted staggered ation. The solid blue lines show how the
ontinuum limit is approahed with xed physial mass. This approah should avoid the shaded regions
dominated by uto eets or strong taste symmetry violation, respetively. Neither of those is expeted to
show QCDlike behavior.
II. THE CONTINUUM LIMIT OF THE STAGGERED ACTION
The partition funtion of the unrooted staggered ation is
Z =
∫
D[Uψ¯ψ] e−Sg (U)−ψ¯(M+amst)ψ (1)
=
∫
D[U ] det(M + amst) e
−Sg(U) ,
where Sg(U) is a gauge ation, M is the staggered Dira operator and amst is the bare staggered
mass. The staggered ation has two relevant ouplings, a gauge oupling that determines the lattie
spaing a and the fermion mass mst. In the a→ 0 ontinuum limit the staggered ation desribes
nt = 4 degenerate fermions in 4, nt = 2 fermions in 2 dimensions. At nite lattie spaing the taste
symmetry is broken, the ation desribes nt fermion tastes but only with a remnant U(1) taste
symmetry. The phase diagram in the relevant parameters a and amst is skethed in Fig.1, where
the solid blue lines illustrate how the ontinuum limit with xed mass an be approahed.
Fixed nite lattie spaing orresponds to a vertial line, like the dashed line in Fig.1. The latter
an be divided into three regions:
• At amst = 0 the staggered ation's spetrum has a single Goldstone partile and n
2
t − 1
massive pseudosalars. While n2t − 2 of these will beome massless as a → 0, at any nite
lattie spaing the staggered spetrum is very dierent from ntavor massless QCD. At small
fermion mass amst & 0 the taste breaking terms dominate and the nonGoldstone pions are
heavy ompared to the Goldstone one. Again one does not expet QCDlike behavior.
• amst & 1 is the uto region (upper shaded area), again not ontinuum QCDlike.
• Only in the middle of the diagram, between the two shaded regions, would one expet to
observe QCD. The a→ 0, amst → 0 ontinuum limit should be approahed here.
3While staggered fermions formally allow amst = 0, physially this limit does not orrespond to
QCD at any nite lattie spaing [7, 8℄. Simulations annot be trusted at a small fermion mass
where taste breaking terms dominate the pseudosalar setor. However, the taste breaking terms
are expeted to sale at least with O(a2), suh that at small enough lattie spaing the ontinuum
limit an be approahed with any nite fermion mass. Thus the exlusion of amst = 0 is not a
serious problem for massive fermions. We will disuss the ase of massless fermions further at the
end of Set. IV.
The staggered determinant an always be written as
det(M + amst) = det
nt(D1f + am1f) det(T ) , (2)
where D1f + am1f is an arbitrary 1avor Dira operator and det(T ) desribes all the terms that
are not inluded in the latter. If the loal D1f operator and the mass term m1f ould be hosen
suh that T ontains only loal gauge terms,
det(T ) = e−Seff (U) , (3)
the staggered ation would dier from an ntavor degenerate Dira operator only in uto level
terms [2℄. This is indeed the ase for heavy, amst&1 fermions, the upper shaded region in Fig.1.
On the other hand there are several examples that illustrate that at amst = 0 the operator
T annot be loal at any nite lattie spaing. In 4 dimensions the staggered theory has one
massless Goldstone boson and 15 heavy pseudosalars at vanishing bare quark mass. A theory with
4 degenerate avors has either 15 massless Goldstone bosons if am1f = 0 or none if am1f 6= 0.
None of these possibilities an math the spetrum of the staggered theory [11℄. Similarly, on
topologially nontrivial ongurations a hiral D1f has an exat zero mode per topologial harge,
det4(D1f + am1f) vanishes as am1f → 0. The staggered operator does not have exat zero modes
at nite lattie spaing and therefore the left hand side of Eq.(2) is nite even when amst = 0. If
amst = 0 implies am1f = 0, det(T ) has to diverge, it annot be idential to a loal gauge operator at
nite lattie spaing [10, 11℄ [16℄. Numerial simulations of the nite temperature phase transition
at zero fermion mass in 4 dimensions also indiate that the massless theory is not QCDlike [13℄,
showing O(2) rather then O(4) ritial exponents.
Reently Bernard at al. [11℄ argued that det(T ) annot be a loal operator even at nite fermion
mass at nite lattie spaing. This, however, does not mean that the staggered operator annot
desribe QCD in the ontinuum limit. If we write the determinant as
det(T ) = e−Seff (U) det(1+∆) , (4)
and an hoose Seff suh that the nonloal term ∆ is bounded at nite mass and goes to zero as
a → 0, the staggered determinant in Eq.(2) will desribe nt degenerate avors in the ontinuum
limit. This is ertainly the expeted behavior for the unrooted ation.
Now we turn our attention to the rooting proedure. With the notation introdued above the
root of the staggered determinant is
det1/nt(M + amst) = det(D1f + am1f) e
−Seff (U)/nt det1/nt(1+∆). (5)
If one ould show that a
∆→ 0 as a→ 0 , (6)
4the rooted determinant of Eq.(5) would orrespond to a loal 1avor ation in the ontinuum limit.
Based on renormalization group arguments, in Ref. [4℄ Shamir showed that this is indeed the
ase for free fermions. In a reent work [12℄, based on a number of reasonable assumptions, he
argues that the same is true in the interating theory.
Refs. [4, 12℄ desribe an expliit method to nd D1f + am1f and the orresponding eetive
gauge ation Seff , but the onstrution is not unique. In fat, any Dira operator and eetive
gauge ation that satisfy Eqs.(5,6) will justify the rooting proedure. In the following we pik an
arbitrary Ginsparg-Wilson operator as D1f and ask if am1f and Seff(U) an be hosen suh that
Eq.(6) is satised.
III. MATCHING THE FERMIONIC DETERMINANTS
The atual mathing strategy is fairly general and we will desribe it for an arbitrary pair of
Dira operators D1 + am1 and D2 + am2. We want to know to what extent the determinant of the
rst Dira operator an be desribed by the determinant of the seond plus pure gauge terms. To
nd this we alulate the determinant ratio
det(T ) =
det(D1 + am1)
det(D2 + am2)
(7)
on a set of dynamial ongurations generated at some given lattie spaing with the ation
S1 = Sg(U) + ψ¯(D1 + am1)ψ . (8)
Next we t the logarithm of the determinant ratios with a pure gauge ation of the form
Seff =
l=n∑
l=0
αl Cl(U) , (9)
where Cl(U) denotes traes of Wilson loops. The eetive ation Seff has to be loal, the oeients
αl have to deay exponentially with the length of the loops. In pratie we use an ultraloal
eetive ation. The auray of the mathing at xed fermion mass m2 is haraterized by the
per avor/taste residue [17℄
r(m2) =
〈(
log
det(D1 + am1)
det(D2 + am2)
− Seff(U)
)2〉1/2
. (10)
The minimum of the residue r(m2) in terms of m2 determines the ation D2+am2 that is physially
losest to the original D1+am1 ation. In this sense it denes the massm2 that mathes the fermion
mass m1. In the notation of Eq.(4) then
r(m2) =
〈(
(log det(1+∆)
)2〉1/2
. (11)
If the two fermion operators desribe the same ontinuum theory the residue has to vanish as a→ 0
at xed volume and quark mass.
5IV. SCHWINGER MODEL - NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Setup and mathing tests
The 2dimensional Shwinger model oers an exellent testing ground for the mathing idea as
it an be studied with high auray and limited omputer resoures. It is a superrenormalizable
theory sine the bare gauge oupling g is dimensional, the lattie gauge oupling is β = 1/(ag)2. A
ontinuum limit in xed physial volume an be ahieved by keeping the saling variable z = Lg
xed while inreasing the lattie resolution. We hoose z = 6 and vary the lattie size between
L/a = 12 and L/a = 28 so the orresponding gauge oupling β = (L/a)2/z2 varies between 4
and ∼ 22, in or at least lose to the the saling regime. The saling parameter z haraterizes the
(physial) volume while we use mL to x the mass.
We produed gauge ongurations using a global heatbath for the plaquette gauge ation. The
use of a global algorithm is essential to this study sine at large values of β the autoorrelation time
for topologial harge utuations inreases dramatially with both (loal) heatbath and Metropolis.
In fat, at the hosen physial volume these algorithms no longer tunnel between topologial setors
at all for β & 10 and thus in pratie lose ergodiity.
In the data analysis, measurements on the pure gauge ensemble are reweighted with the appro-
priate power of the fermion determinant to obtain the observables in the full dynamial theory. On
the gauge ongurations we measure a set of Wilson loops Cl as well as the omplete spetra of
the Dira operators under onsideration. For the mathing we use an eetive ation (see Eq.9)
that ontains 9 loops up to length 10. With a maximal extension of four lattie units Seff is very
loalized even on our oarsest latties and in partiular we do not inrease the size or number of
loops as we approah the ontinuum. Naturally, these Wilson loops are strongly orrelated and in
all ases a similar quality mathing ould be ahieved using 3 appropriately hosen loops only. On
the other hand, the mathing does not improve signiantly when using many more loops in the
t, indiating that Eq.(3) annot be satised.
As a rst test of our mathing method, we ompared a smeared overlap ation to an unsmeared
overlap ation. Both ations have the same (plain Wilson) kernel but dierent Ginsparg-Wilson R0
parameters. As expeted in the ase where both operators respet hiral symmetry, we see a linear
relation betweenm1 and the mathing m2 for small quark masses and the residue r(m2) is very small
(3% at β = 4, dereasing to 0.2% on the nest lattie). Moreover, there is no observable dependene
of r(m2) on the fermion mass m1, whih implies that the mathing we attempt works equally well
at all masses. Next we mathed a Wilson Dira operator with a smeared overlap ation. We found
that the residue is signiantly larger (20% dereasing to 4%) but sales as expeted when a is
dereased. Also, by extrapolating the mathed Wilson mass to vanishing overlap mass, we predit
the ritial mass amc in exellent agreement with the large volume results of Ref. [14℄ that used the
pion mass to identify amc. This agreement shows that our mathing proedure, while not based on
physial observables, identies the parameters where the two ations are physially losest.
In the following we onentrate on the mathing of the staggered ation. As a mathing ation
we use a smeared overlap ation with Ginsparg-Wilson radius R0 = 1 and plain r = 1 Wilson
kernel. The smearing is a single (projeted) APE step with α = 0.4 smearing parameter. The
spei hoie of the mathing overlap ation is not partiularly important but we found better
mathing with the smeared link ation. We have done exploratory studies with unsmeared overlap
ations and with dierent R0 hoie but the results were not signiantly dierent.
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Figure 2: The residue of Eq.(10) as the funtion of the mathing mass. The dynamial L/a = 20 ongura-
tions were generated with the staggered ation at amst = 0.025 and mathed with an overlap ation. Open
red irles: 2 tastes/avors; lled blue dots: 1 taste/avor.
B. The unrooted staggered ation
We start our investigation with the unrooted ation, whih in 2 dimensions orresponds to two
fermion tastes. In the ontinuum limit it is expeted to desribe two degenerate avors and thus
it should dier from a degenerate 2avor overlap ation in irrelevant terms only. Our goal is to
math the staggered determinant with a 2avor overlap ation and loal gauge terms at xed
physial mass and volume and study the residue of the mathing (Eqs.10,11) as the lattie spaing
a→ 0. Sine we do not expet any strange behavior here, this setion serves as an illustration and
test of the mathing proedure.
Fig.2 shows the mathing of the nt = 2 staggered determinant with the Nf = 2 avor-degenerate
overlap determinant at z = 6 on L/a = 20 latties (β ≃ 11.11). The quenhed ongurations were
reweighted to the dynamial staggered ensemble at amst = 0.025. The residue of the mathing
(Eq.10) has a well dened minimum at amov = 0.0317(3).
By repeating the mathing at dierent values of the staggered masses amst we an nd the
mathing overlap masses at the given lattie spaing as shown by the blue dots in Fig.3a. For larger
masses the data show a linear dependene with a onstant oset, mov = 1.077(7)mst+0.0036(4)/a.
This kind of funtional form was onjetured in Ref. [10℄. For small masses, below amst ≈ 0.02,
there is a lear deviation from the linear behavior. The residue of the t also shows a rapid inrease
below this value (Fig.3b) indiating that the mathing is no longer meaningful. Aording to the
disussion in Set.II we interpret this as the staggered ation being QCDlike for amst&0.02 and
not QCDlike below.
As a onsisteny hek we repeated the mathing using the overlap ation for the dynamial
ongurations and mathing the overlap determinant with the staggered one. The result, shown
by the red irles in Fig.3a, is the mirror image of the staggered with overlap mathing data up
to the point where the latter mathing breaks down. This is the expeted behavior if the two
ations dier only by lattie artifats. The agreement is even more obvious in Fig.4a where we
replot the data of Fig.3a showing the dierene of the mathed staggered and overlap masses as
the funtion of the overlap mass. The only dierene between the two data sets in Fig.3 is the
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Figure 3: a) The mathing mass as the funtion of the dynamial ation mass at xed lattie spaing for
2 tastes/avors. Filled blue dots: staggered ation mathed with overlap; open red irles: overlap ation
mathed with staggered. b) The residue of the mathing desribed in a).
onguration ensemble used: staggered dynamial ongurations for the staggered with overlap
mathing, dynamial overlap ongurations for the overlap with staggered mathing.
By restriting the ongurations to the setor of trivial topology we ould verify that the dif-
ferene between the mathing on the two ensembles and also most of the residue an be asribed
to ongurations with nonvanishing topologial harge. The massless overlap operator has a zero
mode on these ongurations while the smallest eigenvalue of the staggered operator is non-zero,
determined by the taste breaking of the staggered ation. Thus these ongurations are not suf-
iently suppressed at small quark masses in the staggered ensemble. Our mathing proedure
tries to ompensate for this by assigning an even smaller quark mass until the mathing breaks
down entirely. This eet should beome smaller when the number of avors is redued sine the
suppression of topology beomes weaker also for the overlap ensemble.
The shaded area in Fig.4 orresponds to the inaessible region of amst < 0. The overlap with
staggered mathing works basially up to this region. Extrapolating to the hiral limit of the overlap
ation suggests that the ritial mass for staggered fermions is negative, (amst)
cr = −0.0037(2) at
these parameter values. Of ourse this is a non-physial value, well beyond the QCD like regime
of staggered fermions. As argued above, the staggered with overlap mathing breaks down at a
muh larger mass. Apparently ongurations reated with the staggered ation at smaller mass
values annot be reasonably desribed by an overlap ation, signaling the non QCDlike region of
staggered fermions.
Next we onsider the ontinuum limit of the mathing at xed physial mass [18℄ and volume
z = gL = 6. Fig.5a shows the residue of mathing the 2taste staggered determinant with the
2avor overlap determinant at dierent masses as a funtion of a2g2. The smaller the mass, the
larger the mathing residue is, as it is also evident from Fig.3b. For the smallest mass, movL = 0.4
the data stops around a2g2 = 0.11 - on oarser latties the two ations annot be mathed, the
residue of Eq.(10) has no minimum. Nevertheless mathing is possible at smaller lattie spaing
and the residue at xed movL approahes zero at least quadratially in a. The ontinuum limit an
be approahed with any fermion mass and the staggered determinant an be desribed as a 2avor
hiral determinant plus pure gauge terms. This is the behavior we expeted from universality.
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Figure 4: The dierene of the mathed staggered and overlap masses vs. the overlap mass at xed lattie
spaing. The notation is the same as in Fig.3. a) unrooted staggered/2-avor overlap; b) rooted staggered/1-
avor overlap mathing.
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Figure 5: Residue of the mathing as a funtion of the (squared) lattie spaing at dierent physial masses.
a) unrooted staggered/2-avor overlap; b) rooted staggered/1-avor overlap mathing.
C. The rooted staggered ation
Now we repeat the analysis of the previous setion for the rooted staggered ation. The proedure
is very similar. The pure gauge ongurations are reweighted with the square root of the staggered
determinant to generate ongurations with one taste and the rooted determinant is mathed with
the 1-avor overlap determinant plus pure gauge terms, aording to Eq.(10).
The quality of the mathing is very similar to the unrooted/2avor ase as the open irles
in Fig.2 show. In fat, even the mathed mass amov = 0.0322(2) hardly diers from the 2avor
ase. The 1avor data in Figs.3 is indistinguishable from the shown 2avor data. Fig.4b shows
the mass dierene for the rooted/1avor mathing. The mathing of the overlap determinant
with staggered is almost the same as in the unrooted ase and also the ritial mass (amst)
cr =
−0.0034(2) is in agreement with the 2avor data. As expeted, the opposite, i.e. the mathing of
the staggered determinant on staggered dynamial ongurations, works in a larger mass range in
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Figure 6: The staggered mass that orresponds to a hiral overlap ation as the funtion of a2.
the rooted ase.
Fig.5b is the important plot for the rooted staggered ation as it shows the residue at xed
physial masses as the ontinuum limit is approahed. There is a remarkable similarity between the
2 and 1avor ases. The residue for the 1avor rooted determinant is larger but the ontinuum
approah is idential, at least quadrati in a. The taste violating term ∆ in Eqs.(4) and (11)
beomes irrelevant in the ontinuum limit. This result justies the rooting proedure.
D. The phase diagram revisited
Our mathing data an be used to quantify the phase diagram we skethed in Fig.1. We have
already disussed the hiral extrapolation line, the staggered mass line that orresponds to the hiral
limit of the overlap ation. While this ritial mass is not in the physially aessible region, it
inuenes the relation between the mathed staggered and overlap masses. Its value is important
in mixed ation simulations where an overlap valene quark ation is used with ongurations
generated with staggered sea quarks. Obviously the deviation of this ritial mass from zero is a
lattie artifat and should vanish in the ontinuum limit. That is indeed the ase as is shown in
Fig.6, where we show (amst)
cr
from the 1avor data, whih agrees with the unrooted one but has
smaller errors sine the mathing works loser to the hiral limit (see above).
We an also map out the QCDlike and non QCDlike regions as indiated in Fig.1. While this is
not a uniquely dened boundary, its meaning is yet quite lear. To quantify it we adopt a somewhat
arbitrary but reasonable denition: we onsider the mathing between the staggered and overlap
ations possible if the mathing residue r(mov) (per avor) is smaller than some predetermined
number. The shaded bands in Fig.7a orrespond to residues between 6% and 10%. The darker
blue region is for the rooted/1avor ase, the overlapping lighter red band is the unrooted 2avor
boundary. As expeted, the 2avor band approahes zero at least quadratially (see below). The
interesting thing is that the rooted 1-avor data show an almost idential behavior, again signaling
that in the ontinuum limit the rooted ation is as good as the unrooted one.
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Figure 7: a) The phase diagram of the staggered ation. The bands denote the regions where the mathing
residue is between 6 and 10%, indiating the onset of non QCDlike behavior. The data points at negative
mass show where the staggered ation would orrespond to a hiral overlap ation. b) Logarithmi plot of
the staggered mass at 10% mathing residue from part a).
E. Final omments
The data we presented in the previous setions orrespond to thin link staggered fermions.
Smeared link fermions have smaller taste breaking and show better saling. When repeating the
analysis with smeared staggered fermions, we found very similar behavior both for the rooted and
for the unrooted ase but indeed with greatly redued taste breaking eets. In partiular, at a given
lattie spaing the mathing worked down to muh smaller quark masses. The lowest staggered
eigenmode(s) on topologially nontrivial ongurations are signiantly smaller after smearing and
thus the dynamial suppression of topology is muh loser to that of a hiral overlap ation.
Our data show that there is no problem with approahing the ontinuum limit at xed physial
mass (Fig.5). Whether massless fermions an be desribed in the ontinuum limit with the staggered
ation depends on the atual saling of the taste violating terms. To ahieve a hiral ontinuum
limit the xed point has to be approahed at least like amst ∝ a
2
, suh that the physial mass
∼ ∂(amst)/∂a vanishes in the a → 0 limit. Sine the mass shift in Fig.6 also disappears with
O(a2), suh a shift does not invalidate this argument. If the lines of onstant residue in Fig.7a were
quadrati, a staggered ation with amst ∝ a
2
would have a onstant deviation from a hiral overlap
ation even in the ontinuum limit. A hiral ontinuum limit thus requires that the staggered mass
that orresponds to a onstant mathing residue vanishes faster than quadratially.
Fig.7b shows the mass at 10% mathing residue in a logarithmi sale. The dashed lines are
proportional to a4 and while they desribe the twoavor data quite well, for the rooted ation
only the nest latties are in agreement with a4 saling. However, in both ases the saling is
faster than quadrati (dotted line), thus making a hiral ontinuum limit possible. Note that this
is the only plae where we see a qualitative dierene between the unrooted and rooted ations.
The arguments from Set.II oer a possible explanation. Sine det(T ) is non-loal, on the oarser
latties this might aet our nite volume results, and only lose to the ontinuum where the non
loal terms beome irrelevant does this nite volume eet go away. Apparently these nonloal
terms are more pronouned for the rooted ation than for the unrooted one.
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Figure 8: The topologial suseptibility on the L/a = 20 ensemble. Open symbols refer to the one and
lled symbols to the two avor/taste results. After shifting the staggered data (red squares) to the mathed
overlap mass (green diamonds) almost perfet agreement with the overlap data (blue irles) is ahieved.
Finally we illustrate the mathing using a physial observable, the topologial suseptibility
〈Q2〉/z2, as this observable is very sensitive to the sea quarks. We dene the topology through
the zeromodes of the smeared overlap operator used in the mathing and evaluate it on gauge
ensembles generated with two and one avor/taste staggered and overlap ations at various masses.
Results from L/a = 20 latties are shown in Fig.8, where the dierene of the staggered and overlap
ensemble at the same bare fermion mass is very evident, espeially at small masses (red squares
vs. blue irles). After shifting the staggered data to the mathing overlap mass (green diamonds),
exellent agreement is ahieved. Again the oneavor data shows better agreement sine in the
reweighting to two avors any remnant mismath in the weight beomes more important. The
agreement on our ner latties is equally good and extends to smaller quark masses. Fig.8 is
similar to Fig.1 in Ref. [10℄ where mathing between the staggered and overlap data was attempted
by a onstant mass shift. While a onstant shift worked well for larger masses, it ould not reprodue
the small quark region. The shift presented in Fig.8 works everywhere but at the lightest mass.
V. CONCLUSION
The rooted staggered ation is likely nonloal in the physially relevant range of small quark
masses. However, this does not invalidate the rooted ation as long as the nonloal terms are
irrelevant and sale away in the ontinuum limit. Here we demonstrated that this is indeed the
ase in the 2dimensional Shwinger model. We studied how the staggered ation diers from a
hiral overlap ation along a line of onstant physis as the ontinuum is approahed. For both
the unrooted (as expeted) and rooted staggered ation we found that the dierene redues to
irrelevant loal pure gauge terms. Nevertheless are is required in taking the ontinuum limit of
staggered fermions suh that the non QCDlike region is avoided.
It would be very interesting to repeat this alulation in 4 dimensions, where the determinant
ratios would have to be alulated numerially. While diult, it is not impossible to do that
12
using stohasti estimators and redued determinants, espeially in small volumes [15℄. Whether
the mathing is reliable on small volumes ould be studied within the Shwinger model rst.
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